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Abstract

A mathematical model of random two-hit breakage and deficiency is developed
for the condition that the chromosomal segment lost includes an arbitrary but
specific locus.

Both a discrete band model and a continuous chromosome model

are considered in presenting theoretical distributions for deficiency lengths,
deficiency midpoints, and other related characteristics.

The problem of

estimating the location of essential loci is discussed for the continuous
model.
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Experimental distributions of breaks and chromosomal recombinations in.
Drosophila melanogaster have been studied by several authors in attempts to
throw ligbt on the mechanism of the origin of chromosomal rearrangements.
Stadler (1932), Bauer, et al. (1938), Catcheside (1938), Fano (1943) 1 Kaufmann
(1946) and many others have contributed to this literature. While there is
evidence (Bauer 1 Demaree 1 and Kaufmann, 1938) that breakage 1 either spontaneous
or X-ray induced, occurs largely at random throughout the length of a chromosome,
the accumulated evidence of observed chromosomal alterations indicates that
recombination may not. be random.
In obtaining alterations to test the hypothesis of random breakage and
recombination, inversions and deficiencies are particularly useful because they
admit fairly standard cytological or morphological techniques of identification.
Inversion loops may be detected and measured with reasonable facility in the
salivary chromosomes of ]2. melanogaster, and a series of 49 induced inversions
of the X chromosome was obtained by Bauer et al. (1938). This distribution was
compared by Federer, Steel, and Wallace (1961) to several mathematical models.
The cytological detection of chromosomal deficiencies, however, is impractical unless the deficiency includes a mutant marker. This technique was
used by Demerec and Fano (1941) to obtain a series of 37 Notch deficiencies of
the X chromosome. These authors observed that the expected fre.quency of deficiencies involving n bands out of a total number of N bands is equal to
2(N-l-n)/(N-l)(N-2) and that the a priori probability that any specific band
is included in a deficiency of length n is approximately equal to n/(N-2).
These results may be obtained by assuming that any two random and independent breaks may lead with equal probability to a deficiency or.to an inversion
of the chromosomal segment involved. This assumption probably does not obtain,
however, for large chroraosomal segments which might be expected to be more viable
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as inversions than as deficiencies, nor for very short segments which might be
lost as deficiencies more often than recombining as inversions. This model
also does not take into consideration the shorter deficiencies which may arise
as a result of a single break or those deficiencies associated with more complicated rearrangements. However, in spite of the fact that we know chromosomal
alteration to be a complex mechanism, the two break model proposed afford$ a
useful hypothesis and perhaps a reasonable approximation.
The calculations of Demerec and Fano (191H) are easily extended to obtain
the exact distribution of deficiency lengths, given that a specific locus is
included. It is convenient to assume that breakage is equally likely between
any two bands of a chromosome whose length is divided into N distinct bands.
Hence, excluding the two terminal bands, there are (N-l)(N-2)/2 different and
equally likely deficiencies, of which (N-1-n) are of length n; n=l,2,•••,N-2.
It may further be determined that there are (a-l)(N-a) different and equally
likely deficiencies which include a specific band a; a=2 1 ) , • • • 1 N-l. Simple
counting techniques suffice to show that the frequency of deficiencies of length
n which include band a; a ~ (N+l)/2, is equal to
n

(a-1) (N-a)
1

(N-a)
N-n-1
(a-1) (N-a)

if

1 ::;; X)..< {a-1) ,

if

(a-1) ~ n ~ (N-a) ,

if

(N-a) < n ~ (N-2) •

and

The frequency of deficiencies of length n which include band a is symmetrical
in a. For N odd or even, the distribution for a is equal to the distribution
for (N-a+l); hence, the frequency of deficiencies of length n which include band
a; a

>

(N+l)/2, is equal to
n
(N-aHa-l)
1
(a-1)
N-n-1
(N-a)(a-1)

if

l~n<

~

n

~

(N-a) ,

if

(N-a)

if

(a-1) < n ~ (N-2)

(a-1) ,

and

•

-3The calculations of Demerec and Fano (1941) ma:y be extended further to
include the exact proportion of deficiencies of fixed length n which include
a specific band a. This frequency may be seen to depend upon the location of
band a. For fixed n < N/2, the proportion of deficiencies of length n which
include a specific band a is equal to
a-1
N-n-1

if

2:;;;asn,

n
N-n-1

if

n<a< (N-n+l) ,

N-a
N-n-1

if

and

(N-n+l) : ; ; a ::;;; (N-1) •

The number of distinct deficiencies which include band a is symmetrical in n;
that is, the number of deficiencies of fixed length n which include any given
band a is equal to the number of deficiencies of fixed. length (N-n-1) which
include the same band a. Hence, for fixed n ~ N/2, the proportion of deficiencies
of length n which include a specific band a is equal to
a-1
N-n-1
1
N-a
N-n-1

if

2::;;; a::;;; (N-1-1) ,

if (N-n-1) < a< (n+2) ,
if

(n+2) < a < (N-1)

and

•

and probabilities are based on a discrete band concept
the techniques of cytological identification and
frequency distribution of deficiency lengths, given
included, may also be obtained by assuming that breakage may occur at a:ny point of a chromosome of length c. If we a.ssmne as before
that exactly two independent and random breaks induce a single deficiency, we
may let the independent random variables X and Y denote the position of the first
and second breaks, respectively. Thus, the joint distribution of X and Y now
represent our mathematical model for random two-hit breakage and deficiency and
is the bivariate uniform distribution

The above frequencies
which is commensurate with
measurement. However, the
that a specific locus a is

,
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for O<x<c,

f(x,y) =?

f \' .

O<y<c,

otherwise.

= 0
,·;

By applying the appropriate linear transformations to Jf and Y, the frequency
distributions of deficiency lengths, midpoints, and other characteristics of
interest may be obtained. In particular, the distributions of V=IZ!=IX·YI and
W=(X+Y)/2 over the region (O<x<a<y<c, O<y<a<x<c) represent the distributions of deficiency lengths and midpoints, given that the deficiency includes
a given locus a.
We now proceed to compute the distributions of V and w. Denoting the region
of definition by R, by which we mean that (x,y) for fixed O<a<c satisfies either
O< x<a<y<c or O<y<a<x<c, we begin by observing that
· ·for

(x,y )€R ,
··:.1•

=

otherwise.

0

The region R over which this joint density is defined is represented.graphically
in Figure 1.

y

0

a

c

Figure 1. Region for which g(x,yiR) ~

o.
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-5It is now convenient to compute the joint distribution of Z=(X-Y) and
W=(X+Y)/2 over the same region R.

Since the Jacobean of the trar.sforma.tion is

equal to 1, g(w,ziR) is uniformly distributed as
g(w,ziR) = 2 (l )
a c-a

=

0

for

0 <2a<c,

for

0<2e.<c,

·for

0<2a<c,

c<2w<c+a1

2{w-a)< lzl <2(c-w) ;

for

c< 2a<2c,

a<2w<c,

2(a-w) < izl< 2w i

for

c< 2a<2c 1

c<2w<2a,

2(a.-w) <lzl< 2(c-w) ;

for

c< 2a.<2c 1

2a. <2w< c+a,

a<2w<2a,

2(a-w) < lzl <2w ;

2a <2w< c,

2{w-a)< lzl<2w;

2(w-a) <I z I< 2(c-w)

otherwise.

The region of definition is represented graphically in Figure 2
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Figure 2.
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Region for which g(w,z!R)
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-6The joint distribution of V=IZI=IX-YI and W=(X+Y)/2 is now easily obtained because
of the s ymm.etry of g (w, z IR ) in z and becomes
g(w,viR) =

=
The region of

( 1 )
a c-a.

for

0<2a<c,

a<2w<2a,

for

0<2a<c,

for

0<2a<c,

c <2w<c+a,

2(w-a)< v<2(c-w) ;

for

c<2a<2c,

a<2w<c,

2(a-w) <v <2w ;

for

c <2a<2c,

c<2w<2a,

2(a-w) <v <2(c-w) ;

... for

c<2a< 2c,

2a<2w<c+a,

2(w-a.}<v<2(c-w);

2a<2w< c,

2(a-w)<v<2w ·;
2(w-a) <v< 2w ;

otherwise.

0

~efinition

may be represented as the shaded area of the first

quadrant of Figure 2 where the z axis is replaced by v.
Finally, the distribution of the lengths of deficiencies V=IX-YI which cover
the locus a is computed as g(viR)=Jg(w,viR)dw.
~
2

J

g(vjR) = a(!-a) 2
dw =
a-v

a{~-a)

Hence, for fixed 0<2a<c,

for O<v< a,

~

2a+v

~
1

= a(c-a)

Jv dw = -l..
e-a.

for a< v <c-a.,

2

2c-v

--r
1

= a(c-a.)

Jv

C-"'!

dvr

= a (c-a.J

for c-a <v < c, a.nd

2
=

For fixed c< 2a<2c,

0

otherwise.

-:-7~
2

g(v!R)

= a(!-a)

Jdw = a(~-a)

for

0 <v < c-a,

for

c-a<v<a,

for

a<v<c, and

~
2

~
2

J

1
dw- 1
- a(c~a). 2 a-v
-a
~

2v-c

2'"'"
l

= a(c-a)

c-v
Jdw = a(c-a)

v

.

2

=

otherwise.

0

It is nm-r quite clear that without loss of generality we need consider only
O< 2a<c; that is, the end of the chromosome from which we measure the locus a
is unimportant.

The distribution of V for 0<2a<c is shown graphically in

Figure 3 relow and shows the symmetry

i:ri

a=c-a.

g(VIR)

_L
c-a

v
0

Figure 3·

a

c-a

c

Distribution of V=IZI=Ix-YI = deficiency length given
that the locus 0<2a<c is included.

The mean and variance of V are c/2 and [(c-a)2 +a2 ]/l2, respectively.

The distribution of the midpoints of deficiencies which cover the locus a
may be computed similarly as g(wiR)=Sg(w,viR)dv.

For fiXed 0<2a<c,
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for

a< 2w <2a,

2w

-

1

I

2

- a(c-a) 2 (w-a) dv - c-a

.

-for 2a <2w< c,
'-·.

·--for

0

=

c <2w< a+c,

and

otherwise.

For fixed c< 2a<2c,

for

a <2w< c,

for

c < 2w< 2a,

2(c-w)

I

1
2
dv-- a(c-a) 2 (a-w)
- a

-

for

=

0

2a< 2w< a+c, and

otherwise.

This distribution is shown graphically in Figures 4 and 5 below to show the
nature of the symmetry in a=c-a.
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Figure 4.

a
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Distribution of W=(X+Y)/2 = deficiency midpoints
given that the locus 0 < 2a < c is included.

g(w!R)
2

a

1----

w
0

Figure 5.

c

Distribut-ion of W=(X+Y):/2 = deficiency midpoints
given that the locus c < 2a < 2c is included.

The mean and variance of Ware (c+2a)/4 and [(c-a)a+aa]/48, respectively.
['he ccnditi<>na.l dis·tributions may now be computed as g(wjv,R)=g{w,viR)/g(v!R)
and g(vlw,R)=g(w,v!R)/g(w!R).

The conditional distribution of W, the midpoint
of the deficiencies, for any fixed value ~f V, the deficiency length, given that
the deficiency includes the locus a, is given as

-101

g(wjv,R) =
v

for

0<2a<c,

O<v <a,

-1a

for

0<2a< c,

a< v< c-a,

for

0<2a<c,

1
v

for

c< 2a<2c,

=-

1
c-a

for

c<2a< 2c,

c-a<v<a,

2a-v< 2w< 2c-v;

1
=
c-v

for

c<2a<2c,

a<v<c,

v<2w<2c-v;

=

1
=-

c-v

=

=

2a-v <2w< v+2a;
v<2w<v+2a;

c-a<v <c,
O<v< c-a,

v<2w<2c-v;
2a-v <2w<v+2a;

otherwise.

0

The conditional distribution of V, the length of the deficiency, for any fixed
value of W, the deficiency midpoint, given that the deficiency includes the lacus
a, is given as
g(vlw,R)

= 2 (~-a)

for

0<2a<c,

for

0<2a<c,

for

0<2a <c,

c <2w< c+a,

2(w-a) <V <2(c-w);

for

c <2a<2c,

a<2w< c,

2(a-w) <v<2w;

for

c<2a<2c,

c <2w<2a,

2(a-w)< v< 2(c-w);

;:: 2 ( c-2TtT+a)

for

c<2a <2c,

2a<2w<c+a,

2(w-a) <v< 2(c-w);

=

otherwise.

=

1

2a

1
= 2 (c-2w+a)
1

= 2(2w-a)
1

= 2(c-a)
1

0

a<2w<2a,
2a<2w<c,

2(a-w)<v<2w;
2(~v-a) <v <2w;

The mathematical model discussed to this point bas assumed that the loss of
a chromosomal aegment is based solely upon the location of two chance breaks in
the chromosome and not upon the distance between the two breaks.

In fact,

-uchromosomal deficiencies of large lengths involving a significant portion of a
chromosome are rarely observed. One reason may be that viability is in some way
proportional to the length of the deleted portion of the chromosome.. It is also
likely that there exist several loci distributed along the length of every
chromosome which are essential to viability. Deficiencies including these loci
would therefore never be observed. Ho~ever, without loss of generality, the
mathematical model that we have considered is applicable to this situation where
the locus a is bounded at an unknown distance on each side by an essential locus;
sa:y as and at where 0 <as < at <c. a 8 and at now become the effective ends of
the chromosome insofar as deficiencies which include the locus a are concerned
although their locations must be estimated.
If we let S=W-(V/2) and T=W+(V/2) ~epresent respectively the proximal and
distal breaks of a deficiency which includes the locus a; that is, such that
O< as< s <a< t <at< c, it is easy to show from previous considerations of the
model that
l

g(sjR) = a-as

= .o
l

g(tjR) = -

=

0

for

O<a.s<s<a,

otherwise, and
for
otherwise.

In fact, S and T are independent, and their distributions are useful in
estimating as and at. If we have n independent deficiencies which include the
locus a, then

-a

n

is an unbiased estimator of at, and

-a

n

.
l

-12complete and sufficient for at and a 8 respectively,

~

and

~

have minimum variance

among all unbiased estimators ·of at and as; namely,
.

2

Var(~) = ~(n:~~ ,

var<c = £t~!2r

and

.

In particular, such unbiased estimators of at and as as (2W-a+v) and (2W-a-v)
respectively, where W=EW1/n and v=EVt/n, are inadmissible under this model.
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